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an (or some other folder) nrdb: If your partition is encrypted, you will have to mount it, otherwise, you have no chance to use your files. bekks, I don't think the disk is encrypted... there is a note I think saying that it was created using OSX Then you have an unencrypted disk. You cannot access that. bekks, well I don't know... I guess I can try to mount
it... how do I do that? nrdb: Look at your screenshots. You are making up stuff. You are being told the truth. bekks, I don't think I ever got a reply to that... nrdb: Can you please take a screenshot of the exact messages you received? !attitude | nrdb nrdb: The people here are volunteers, your attitude should reflect that. Answers are not always available.

See what is the attitude? we don't need to be rude bekks, this is all the info I got from you... on my other machine in the main ubuntu help channel... if you look at my other issue it is different... "13.04 won't boot - Inserting LiveCD and hitting "c" won't do anything, no messages. I need to boot my PC from this CD. ikonia: We just dont bother to
explain you the basics. oic I thought it was something else bekks, so I don't know about the raid thing you mentioned... I am just going to try to mount the drive anyway. nrdb: If it is a RAID volume, you need to verify what software RAID is used. bekks, it is a single drive. So you are not using any RAID. if i set a service to auto start via startup

applications, will it run as a service
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